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INTRODUCTION

In the context of cultural and environmental the problem of combining historical research vi
tual application have been widely discussed in
tual application is intimately connected to an earlier issue, publ
Applied History. On that occasion, the inten
tion "request for history", defining his condi	This approach intends to contribute to "the c	This approach intends to contribute to "the c	Unlike historical studies, which have only
Italy, geographers have shown interc	They have addressed the problem of appl	In Italy, geographers have shown interc	They have addressed the problem of appl	It is derived, rather, from the capacity to construct and deconstruc	historians does not derive from their knowe
the communicators of history", as illu	public historians, especially in relation to publ
ted, defining its condi	answers formulated until then; but, also to chal
tion "Public History". It is derived, rather, f	from the capacity to construct and deconstruc	This approach intends to contribute to "the c	This approach intends to contribute to "the c	objects that involve the dialogue between diff
understood; and this is what this special issue i	to the communicative aspects". Nonetheless,
archaeologists have dealt with the e
evironmental management, namely with reg
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